
marriage
scripture
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yes, that is a ukulele yes, we are ninjas



cue: awwwwwwwwwww



let’s 
start
with
why





prayer - fasting - discernment 

real life is not 
a highlight reel



reframe your 
focus

let Him write 
your story



I, Julie, take you, Andrew 
to be my husband. I 
promise to be true to 
you in good times and 
bad, in sickness and in 
health. I will love you and 
honor you all the days 
of my life
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I, Andrew, take you, Julie 
to be my wife. I promise to 
be true to you in good 
times and bad, in sickness 
and in health. I will love 
you and honor you all the  
days of my life



this is why a man leaves his father and his mother and clings to his 
wife, and the two of them become one body

genesis 2:24

Some Pharisees approached Jesus, and tested him, saying, “Is it 
lawful for a man to divorce his wife for any cause whatever?” He said 
in reply, “Have you not read that from the beginning the Creator 
made them male and female and said, For this reason a man shall 
leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two 
shall become one flesh? So they are no longer two, but one flesh. 
Therefore, what God has joined together, man must not separate.” 

 matthew 19:3-6



the 
art of
listening



the cha-cha slide is over, but the party continues!
(PS. good news, no one got hurt with the sparklers) 
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“As we celebrate Liturgy of the Word we 
don’t leave our lives and our moment in 
history behind as we listen to these stories 
from the past; we actually take them up 
anew in the light of the word we have 
heard. 

The story of our lives is seen to be part of 
a larger story

The story the Bible tells”

-Driscoll, What Happens at Mass 



scripture & hearing Christ’s heart
quiet - intentional - listening 

liturgy of the word 
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individual
prayer & 
scripture



let’s bring in a professional
oh hey, Fr. Mike!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHDQ4Xowfa8



daily
prayer 
together







          take a book & say hi :) 
thank you!


